### Part Number:
SV 7.62HP/06/180G 3.5SN BK BX - 193

### Worldway Part:
SV 7.62HP/06/180G 3.5SN BK BX - 193-8372446

### Category:
Electronic Components ICs

### Manufacturer:
Weidmller Interface GmbH & Co. KG

### Applications:
- Automotive
- Communications equipment
- Industrial

### Description:
SV 7.62HP/06/180G 3.5SN BK BX, BX

### RoHS:
Lead free / RoHS Compliant

### Stock Category:
Available stock

### Stock Resource:
Franchised Distributor

### Warranty:
1 Year Worldway Guarantee [Learn More]

### EDA/CAD Models:
SV 7.62HP/06/180G 3.5SN BK BX - 193 PCB Footprint and Symbol

### Payment:
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